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Abstract 
 

 Supercritical fluid (SCF), characterized by high pressure 

and high density, combines the advantage of gas and liquid: 

high ability of mass transfer (dense, high diffusivity and 

low viscosity) and high heat transfer (high heat 

conductivity). Research on discharge behavior of SCF in 

high electrical field is more recent and less common, and is 

also motivated by new environmental and economical 

reasons. SCF has high potential in high power switching 

area, and is proposed to be the alternative for high voltage 

switching media, owing to its distinguished advantage of 

high breakdown strength, fast dielectric recovery, and low 

impact to environment. In conventional circuit breakers, 

SCF would be the perfect substitute medium for SF6, which 

is a powerful greenhouse gas and after use is highly toxic. 

  In this work, the design of a versatile SC switch up to 200 

bar with adjustable heavy duty electrodes, and imbedded 

current and voltage sensor is briefly introduced. The SCF 

supply (adjustable flow rate from 5 – 700 Liter/h) and 

repetitive pulse voltage source (30 kV peak value, up to 

1kHz repetition rate) enable measurement of breakdown 

voltage and breakdown delay time inside SC nitrogen, 

corresponding to variations of parameters such as voltage 

repetition rate, gap width and gas flow rate through the gap. 

Via a simultaneous triggering system, breakdown inside a 

SC nitrogen switch is pictured by a sub-nanosecond fast 

CCD camera, providing space and time parameters for 

theoretical analysis of breakdown and subsequent dielectric 

recovery inside a SCF.  

 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 

 The thermodynamic state of a fluid, e.g. nitrogen studied 

in this work, can be expressed by the combination of two 

parameters such as pressure and temperature or pressure 

and density. The p-T relation of nitrogen in gas, liquid and 

supercritical phases are calculated from work of Roland 

Span [1] and plotted in figure 1. In the figure, the phase 

diagram of nitrogen in form of pressure up to 20 MPa with 

relationship to density, with temperature in range 100 – 390 

K is illustrated. A few important parameters of nitrogen in 

gas, liquid and SC phases are taken from [2] and are 

compared in table 1. From table 1 we can see that SC 

nitrogen has high density, high heat capacity and high heat 

conductivity similar to those values in the liquid phase. 

These properties are responsible for the high dielectric 

strength and fast heat transfer capability. In aspects of mass 

transfer characteristics such as viscosity and diffusivity, SC 

nitrogen has high values similar to the gas phase. The 

combination of the advantages of gas and liquid makes SC 

fluid the perfect substitute medium for SF6 in conventional 

circuit breakers in the power system network. 
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Figure 1. Phase diagram of nitrogen obtained from formulations in 

[1]. 

Table 1. Parameters of nitrogen in range T = 70 K -500 K, P = 0.1 

MPa-80 MPa [2]. 



 Viscosity 

(μPa·s) 
Diffusivity 

(m2/s) 
Density 

(kg/m3) 

Heat 

capacity 

(J·mol-

1·K-1) 

Heat 

Conductivity 

(mW·m 
-1·K-1) 

Gas 
6.96-

15.37 

12.03-

301.35 

0.10-

3.70 

29.20-

68.04 
9.9-32.7 

SCF 
12.03-

73.94 

1.54-

60.162 

3.70-

80.0 

32.57-

100.93 
19.5-147.5 

Liq. 
55.57-
126.28 

0.66-2.37 
0.78-
80.0 

47.66-
76.85 

81.8-180.0 

 

 

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 
 

 The experiment setup of the SC switch, consisting of a 

SCF loop and an electric circuit, facilitates the breakdown 

strength and recovery rate analysis of SC nitrogen up to 200 

bar with variable flow rate 0-700 Liter/h, under pulse 

voltage with peak value 30 kV and adjustable repetition rate 

up to 1 kHz.  

 Figure 2 gives a 3D plot of the SC nitrogen switch 

designed for operating up to 200 bar. The integration of the 

capacitor minimizes the stray inductance in the circuit. The 

adjustable electrode body facilities a variable gap width 0 - 

1.2 mm; a replaceable heavy duty electrode head provides 

change of electrode for erosion investigation; optical 

windows enable optical observation inside the SC switch; 

integrated Rogowski coil and capacitive voltage sensor 

enable high band width current and voltage measurements; 

the port to the 4-stage TLT is the output connection. To the 

load it supplies a 4-fold voltage amplification, i.e. 120 kV 

peak value, facilitating further study of higher voltage SC 

switch breakdown in the future. Nitrogen is supplied from a 

nitrogen cylinder (Nitrogen 3.0); an air driven gas booster is 

used to provide continuous SCF flow inside the loop; 

pressure valves and gauges are included to ensure safe 

operation; a balancer vessel is used to smooth out the 

pressure fluctuation caused by pulsed operation of the 

booster; a water cooled heat exchanger keeps the SCF 

temperature constant at room temperature (290 K); a flow 

meter as well as pressure gauges are used to monitor the 

flow rate and pressure of SCF flowing through the SC 

switch. Figure 3 gives the electrical circuit for the SC 

switch. The circuit constitutes one main charging branch 

and one triggering charging branch. In the main charging 

branch one repetitive voltage source with 1 kV peak value 

and 0-1 kHz variable repetition is connected to a 1:30 ratio 

pulse transformer. The L1-C1 resonant circuit (C1 is 

capacitor integrated in the SC switch) provides voltage 

applied to the anode of SC switch. One RLC trigger circuit 

is connected from the main charging circuit to the trigger 

pin of the switch. The voltage on the trigger pin has a 

certain ratio relative with the voltage on main electrode, 

depending on the setting of RLC circuit (in present work 

0.92). The purpose of the RLC circuit is to initially clamp 

the voltage difference between main and trigger electrode, 

hence to avoid early firing of the trigger gap during the 

charging process. In the meanwhile in the triggering 

charging branch, via a much larger inductance L2, 

capacitance C2 is charged with a relatively slow voltage 

slope (due to large inductance L2). One ceramic capacitor 

C3 with small value 200 pF is applied to prevent energy 

flowing from trigger pin to triggering circuit during the 

charging process, as can be seen from the impedance 

equation Z = 1/(ω·C). After the voltage on C1 reaches the 

peak value and keeps constant, the voltage on the air switch 

S1 reaches its threshold value and breaks down. Then a 

positive voltage pulse is transmitted through the 2-stage 

transmission line transformer (TLT, composed of two 

coaxial cables RG218 both with length 20 meters).This 

pulse is more than doubled by the TLT and applied to the 

trigger pin of SC switch. In the mean while the pick-up coil 

placed nearby S1 picks up the noise of the spark gap firing 

and generates a voltage signal. Via an integrator, and a 

buffer circuit this signal serves as the trigger signal of the 

CCD camera. The voltage on the output of the TLT has 100 

ns delay with respect to the trigger signal. This 2-stage TLT 

has two functions: to produce a high voltage pulse on the 

trigger pin and to introduce a delay. The delay compensates 

for the delay time of camera, in practice ≈ 97 ns (including 

delay of signal generator and internal delay of CCD camera) 

according to experiment observation. Once the positive 

voltage pulse reaches the trigger pin and superimposes on 

the originally induced voltage, the trigger gap (toroidal gap 

width ≈ 0.1 mm) fires, forming plasma that expands into the 

main gap, initiating the final breakdown of the main gap. 

The described timing measures cause the CCD camera to 

simultaneously trigger, to capture the breakdown inside the 

SC switch. The output of the SC switch is connected to a 

load consisting of a 4-stage TLT and a 200 Ω matching 

load.  
 

 
 

Figure 2. Versatile supercritical medium switch and the schematic 

of its setup. 
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Figure 3. Schematic of electricity setup for SC switch. 

 

 

III. EXPERIMENT RESULTS 
 

A. Breakdown voltage analysis 

 In this experiment the pressure of nitrogen is 40 bar, gap 

width is 0.35 mm after pressurizing and flow rate is zero 

(air driven booster in off-state). The repetition rate of the 

voltage source is set to 10 Hz. The voltage on the SC switch 

anode reaches a value of 25 kV and keeps constant, until a 

positive peak superimposed to the voltage on trigger 

electrode initiates the breakdown of the main gap. With the 

trigger operation of trigger branch, the opening of the CCD 

camera is well synchronized with the discharge of main gap 

inside the SC switch. Current flowing after its breakdown is 

measured by a single turn Rogowski coil imbedded in the 

SC switch. The method of reference [4] is applied to 

determine the arcing resistance. In the present notation the 

applicable expression from [4] is as given by equation (3), 

where Vb - the measured breakdown voltage; C - the main 

capacitance of the circuit; L0 - the inductance of the circuit; 

R0 - the resistance of the circuit, which is the sum of the 

load resistance (12.5 Ω of TLT seen by main gap) and the 

resistance of the related conductive elements in the current 

loop (skin effect of metal under high frequency is 

considered here); La - the arc inductance in equation (1) [5], 

where rc is the radius of the coaxial return path of the 

current, and rs(t) is the spark channel radius, which can be 

estimated by equation (2) from reference [6], in which E is 

the instantaneously released energy into the spark channel 

per unit length; B = 3.37 is a coefficient depending on the 

nature of nitrogen (calculated specific to our nitrogen 

parameters [6, 7]); ρ0 is the background nitrogen density in 

the SC switch. From the calculation it is found that variation 

of the spark channel radius has little influence on the 

calculated arc resistance. With measured arc current, the arc 

voltage can be calculated simply with equation (4). The 

calculated arc resistance and arc voltage according to 

measured arc current are plotted in figure 4.  
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Figure 4. Measured arc current and calculated arc resistance and 

voltage. 

 

 

B. Imaging of breakdown inside SC switch 

 Discharge imaging inside a SC switch can provide 

valuable information for the breakdown analysis of SCF. In 

this work, one fast 4-picos CCD camera with long distance 

microscope lens is applied to capture the discharge inside 

the SC switch. The light emission from the SC switch is 

very strong. In order to prevent the overexposure of the 

camera, one neutral density (ND) filter (with variable ND 2-

400 X) is placed between the optical window of the SC 

switch and the microscope lens. Figure 5 shows two groups 

of images of discharges inside the SC nitrogen switch at 

different moments: Td = 0 – 80 ns (Td means time after the 

main discharge) at a nitrogen pressure of 70 bar and gap 

distance 0.38 mm; as well as Td = 100 – 600 ns at pressure 

40 bar and gap distance 0.35 mm. From the figure we 

observe that the diameter of the bright channel at Td = 0 ns 

is about 150 µm. Taking the full width at half maximum 

(FWHM) of the peak intensity as the spark channel 

diameter [8], an initial channel diameter of ≈ 75 µm is 

estimated. From the observation in this work, it is found 

that the bright channel of spark expands in the time span Td 

= 0 – 80 ns (at experiment situation p = 70 bar, d = 0.38 

mm). From Td = 100 ns (at experiment situation p = 40 bar, 

d = 0.35 mm), the diameter of bright channel keeps almost 



constant at 350 µm i.e., the diameter of the spark channel is 

constant at about 175 µm FWHM. It is reasonable to 

conclude that inside SC nitrogen, fast expansion happens 

before Td = 100 ns. It confines with the observation in [9], 

[10] that fast expansion of the spark radius happens within 

the first few hundred nanoseconds after the spark onset. The 

measured diameter of the spark channel is about half of the 

value calculated in equation (2) within the first 100 ns after 

spark onset. However, at time region Td > 100 ns, the 

observed spark diameter keeps constant while the value due 

to calculation in equation (2) keeps increasing to value of 

1.2 mm until Td = 600 ns. From the figure, it is clear that 

with the same exposure time and filter intensity, after Td = 

100 ns the light emission from the SC switch vanishes very 

fast. 
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Figure 5. Imaging of breakdown inside SC nitrogen switch with 

CCD camera. Td: time delay after the main gap breaks down. 

 

 

IV. SUMMARY 
 

 This work presents the design of a versatile SC switch 

rated at 200 bar, with adjustable gap distance, heavy duty 

electrode head, optical observation ports and high band-

width I & V sensors. The gas flow system (adjustable flow 

rate from 5 – 700 Liter/h) and repetitive pulse voltage 

source (30 kV peak value, up to 1 kHz repetition rate) 

enable the study of breakdown inside a SC switch, under 

variations of parameters such as voltage repetition rate, gap 

width and gas flow rate through the gap. The breakdown 

voltage measurement proves that the SC switch has high 

dielectric strength. Via a simultaneous triggering system, 

breakdown inside a SC nitrogen switch is pictured by a 

Pico-second fast CCD camera, providing space and time 

parameters for theoretical analysis of breakdown. The spark 

channel radius inside the SC switch remains almost constant 

after Td = 100 ns. Fast expansion of the spark channel is 

believed to happen before this moment. The real spark 

channel diameter in SC nitrogen is smaller than calculated 

value. The light emission of the SC nitrogen breakdown 

vanishes very fast, which is believed to be correlated to the 

high dielectric recovery capability of the SC nitrogen.  
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